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Embrace the Winter
Classic wintery tales from the northern hemisphere are a delight to read at this time of year and most offer sound
advice on keeping well and safe.
The Hobbits for instance would cope well if a Pandemic hit their Shire. Hobbits by habit rarely travelled far and
were content to keep to themselves, eat good food, drink good ale and live quiet unassuming lives. The Brambly
Hedge Mice in Winter Story make their own wine and preserves.

FROM OUR PRESIDENT

U3A PORT FAIRY
COMMITTEE

In the deep midwinter of this extraordinary year we continue to live with the restrictions,
social distancing and the anxiety of COVID-19, including the shut-down of most U3A
activities. Like many of you I miss the regular opportunities to gather with others to
learn, to interact face-to-face, to discuss and debate ideas, and to laugh and socialise.

Kate Donelan,
President:
0404 180 687

As you know the Committee Of Management made the decision to delay the resumption
of most of our courses until at least September because of a range of health and safety
concerns. These issues include the need to preserve physical distancing within all U3A
group activities, strict limits on the numbers of people inside each classroom, the risks
of sustained face to face contact in inside venues, lack of suitable larger teaching spaces, and our ‘high risk’
demographic. We will continue to review this situation following expert health advice but the current spike in
COVID-19 cases in Melbourne confirms that our cautious approach is warranted. As well as ensuring that all
U3A members abide by government guidelines we want to ensure everyone’s well-being, safety and comfort in
our social and learning environments. Most U3As in Victoria are delaying re-opening their face-to face classes
and some have embraced Zoom technology for the delivery of suitable courses.
U3A Port Fairy is adapting to this challenging situation and there are exciting possibilities for new approaches,
field-trips and activities later in the year. The Committee has been working closely with our wonderful course
leaders who have responded to this challenging time in a range of innovative and creative ways. These include:
Philosophy which has been proceeding via Zoom and the website; informative self-guided natural science
walks that have been appreciated by many members; regular email communications between course leaders
and their class groups with shared articles, websites, streamed music and performances, podcasts, videos,
information and activities. History of Port Fairy will be able to resume in two smaller groups in the History
Centre in August . Thank you to Judith Kershaw and the History Centre for collaborating with us to enable this
popular course to be delivered in a safe environment.
This July Newsletter presents a range of perspectives on living with COVID-19. It provides information and
practical resources for maintaining and enhancing healthy bodies and minds, even when confined to home.
It is heartening to read some of our members’ experiences of lockdown, what they are missing, what they’ve
been enjoying, their use of technology in communicating with others, and their reflections on living well in
‘the new normal’.
Stay well, safe and connected.

Kate Donelan
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NEWS AND EVENTS
MEET OUR COMMMITTEE MEMBERS
Sue Goy really needs no introduction as she has been a great contributor to the
Port Fairy community over many years.
Sue has been involved in the Moyneyana Committee, The Biggest Morning Tea,
The Murray to Moyne Bike Ride, Meals on Wheels and is a volunteer at the
Folkie.
So, we were lucky when Sue agreed to join us and take on the somewhat arduous
role of Course Manager. This multifaceted role involves getting together the
various courses for acceptance by the committee, timetabling over 20 courses this
year and working with the PF Community House and other places to find venues
for our courses. Sue also works on the major events we have had (and hope to resume) such as the Lectures
Series, Seniors Week, and other activities.
Sue and Peter lived in Shepparton for nearly 30 years, where Sue was a teacher. They moved to Port Fairy in
2004 when Peter joined the Port Fairy Medical Clinic.
Sue and Peter have family in Bendigo and last year Sue attained the status of “grandmother”. No doubt many
trips will be made to Bendigo after the lock down.
Sue is a keen walker and part of the Heart Foundation Walking Group. She participates in Tai Chi and is a casual
cyclist. Other hobbies include backstage theatre work and Mahjong.
Sue quietly and efficiently undertakes her U3A organisational roles and we are very grateful to have her on the
Committee.

MORE NEWS
COMPANION ANIMALS
In our May and June Newsletters we invited members to take photos of themselves out with their dogs and at home with
their cats. For this month we invited people to take a photo of themselves with another companion animal.

Two entries that didn't quite fit the category are Lyn Uthe’s
companion “Shado” and Jill Philippe’s visiting Mumma Koala
and Bub.
So that’s it folks for submissions re your friendly furry and
feathered companions.
We really enjoyed your submissions and know that our animals provide much love and joy!

The Winner of the Best U3A Cat in the June edition was
….Whisky.
The judges considered all the cats and found them outstanding in their fields. However,
Whisky was declared the winner as she was the cat most photogenic and most interested in the
camera. Whisky generously donated the prize of a U3A Calico Bag to her Human, Anne Brydon.

NEWS AND EVENTS

DURING LOCKDOWN: How has Doctor Phil kept his Brain Healthy?
In May last year Dr Phil Beart gave a presentation to
U3A Port Fairy on Foods for Brain Health.
We asked Phil how he was keeping his brain fit and healthy
during the Covid-19 restrictions.
Here is his response along with a link to his presentation.
Working from home during the coronavirus pandemic felt strange, fortunately editorial work, grant writing and
some Zoom meets gave me much needed intellectual stimulation. As emphasised in my lecture (“Foods For
Brain Health”, YouTube) the brain needs not just healthy food but a balanced lifestyle with stimulation,
socialization and exercise.
My day starts with muesli mixed with yoghurt, walnuts, sunflower seeds and soy milk,
all of which contain molecules good for brain health. As I assemble this mix, I devour a
handful of pumpkin seeds (best source dietary zinc), which are washed down with a
cup of pomegranate juice — both have benefits for brain health.
I am addicted to exercise, so life felt strange without pool swimming and
formal yoga classes, so these activities have been replaced with morning
cycling and on-line yoga classes. Thus being low on energy I need morning
tea to keep me going to lunchtime - black coffee washes down my homemade carrot cake. It’s a recipe I first used in the USA in the1970’s and
contains wholemeal flour, nuts, honey and raisins (Recipes for a Small
Planet, 1973). I do like cheese, salami and baby spinach for lunch, and
combine these with anchovies and salmon fillets (lots omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids). I finish lunch with fruit and green tea, the latter
documented to reduce the risk of cognitive decline.
Often when I cook dinner I do fish dishes. Whilst some
Phil really does enjoy Zoom Yoga
people are not tempted by fish, both recipes I use
essentially disguise strong fish taste - one is a Japanese
glazed salmon with cucumber sesame salad (Bill’s Everyday Asian, 2011) and the second is pulled salmon with wild
rice, lemon, fresh herbs and four types of nuts. I serve green
vegies with both. So very healthy, but hard to resist a glass
of fine wine with these delights!
I am looking forward to enjoying the socialization of dining out with friends as pandemic restrictions ease.
Professor Phil Beart
Senior Principal Research Fellow, Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health

A link to Dr Phil Beart’s presentation on You Tube: https://youtu.be/_wxUnwIH5iY

MORE ABOUT THE BRAIN —from Island Newsletter –May 2020 Tasmania
This article is from Maree Farrow a Senior Lecturer and
Academic Lead for the Preventing Dementia MOOC (Massive
Open Online Course), at the Wicking Dementia Research and
Education Centre, University of Tasmania. And a member of
the ISLAND project research team.
Maree has been working in the area of dementia prevention for over 13 years, initially with Dementia Australia and now with
the Wicking Dementia Centre. Her research focuses on understanding the most effective ways to educate people in the
community about how they can reduce their risk of dementia.
The world’s population is ageing, and the number of people living with dementia is set to triple by 2050.
With no known cure, the best way to try and reduce the number of people who will be living with dementia is by targeting
prevention.
Reducing the level of modifiable dementia risk factors in the population could prevent millions of cases, but most people
are unaware of this. That’s why education and other initiatives, like the ISLAND project, are so important. And that’s why
they have developed the Preventing Dementia Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) and The ISLAND Project, and are
proud that they are enabling many thousands of people in Tasmania and beyond to understand and address their own dementia risk.

Importance of Cognitive Activity — Explaining the Risk
Maree's research has looked at what people know about dementia risk and she has
found one thing many people do know is that mentally stimulating activity might reduce dementia risk. A lot of people believe that ‘use it or lose it’ does apply to brain
health. And they are right, this is backed up by research evidence.

Other people though, ask Maree “what about all the Professors who we hear about getting dementia"?
Doesn’t too much brain exercise lead to dementia?” World leaders (Margaret Thatcher, Ronald Reagan),
authors (Terry Pratchett, EB White, Iris Murdoch) and many others (Hazel Hawke, Glenn Campbell, Robin
Williams) who clearly used their brains a lot experienced dementia. This highlights that when it comes to
dementia prevention, there are no guarantees.
What we know is that if we compare a group of 1000 people with high cognitive reserve from a mentally
stimulating life with a group of 1000 people with low cognitive reserve, about half as many people in the high
cognitive reserve group will get dementia, and they will develop it later in life, compared to the other group.
So, we can’t guarantee we won’t get dementia, but we can put ourselves in that lower risk group and
potentially delay the onset of dementia.
What mental activities are the best for reducing dementia risk and how much do I have to do? The truth is,
we don’t really have a definitive answer for the best type, amount, or frequency of cognitively demanding
activities that might protect against dementia. The evidence comes from studies that have investigated a
very wide range of activities people do in education, work and leisure time, across the lifespan. So, we can’t
say that brain training is better than piano lessons, or crosswords, or anything else. We can say that being
mentally active is important for brain health and that activities that challenge you and involve new learning
and problem solving will likely be more beneficial than simple repetitive activities.
So, if you are a wiz at crosswords, keep doing them if you enjoy it, but try something new and challenging as
well. One thing that is often recommended is taking up a new hobby. If you need some inspiration, Google
Hobbies is a great site for inspiration.

MORE ABOUT THE BRAIN —from Island Newsletter –May 2020 Tasmania

Want to learn more about the brain?
Ever wondered what part of the brain is responsible for forming
memories, decision making, regulating body temperature or
comprehending language, just to name a few functions?
The Society of Neuroscience has developed an interactive brain
model. The web link below will take you to this model.
Click here for interactive brain model

IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT THE BRAIN

As outlined in these articles as well as in Doctor Phil’s piece — for good brain health, and for
improved physical health and well-being you need to also be active and engage in exercise
regularly.

Safe exercising at home — a national collaboration
Not as active as before social distancing restrictions? Want to get more active or try some
new exercises? Leading clinicians and Australian university physiotherapy researchers have
created a website to demonstrate ways to exercise safely at home.
Older people of all physical abilities have been catered for in this website and the link is below.
You will find instructional videos and information aimed at three varying levels of function and fitness,
including tips on staying motivated and safe while exercising at home.
The website gives you expert exercise advice with easy to follow videos and also provides the choice
to start with some simple exercise programs, allowing you to choose more challenging programs to
build up your strength and balance.

Click here for the Safe Exercising At Home Website

CAN YOU HELP AS WE PLAN FOR 2021?
COURSE PRESENTERS NEEDED!

FASCINATING 20TH CENTURY WOMEN*
This course is proposed for next year 2021. It does take a while to plan and prepare
our courses. We are looking for people who might want to research and present just
one session of this course (similar to way that the Science...Naturally or Wandering
the World works where we have a Course Leader, but each session is led by a
different person with an interest or specialist knowledge).
At each session we will hear about the life and accomplishments of a particular
woman who has lived and/or died in the 20th Century.
Each session will be in the form of a presentation and would expect to go about
45 minutes with time for questions and discussion. We can help you with your
presentation, which may include photos, videos and slides or notes.

Are you interested?
Now is the time to consider this so you have time to research and
compile a presentation.
So, if you have an interest in a fascinating 20th century woman and
would like to make a presentation — please let us know.
*There are many fascinating people we could do presentations on, however we are focusing on

women as they are often not as widely acknowledged and discussed as their male contemporaries.

Here is a sample of fascinating 20th century women. Of course there are many
more. . .
EXPLORERS/ADVENTURERS
Freida Stark, Gertrude Bell, Amelia Earhart, Nelly Bly
SCIENTISTS/MEDICAL
Madame Curie, Rosalind Franklin, Elizabeth Kubler Ross, Elizabeth Kenny, Rachel Carson
ARTS AND CULTURE
Frida Kahlo, Dame Nellie Melba, Grace Cossington Smith, Margaret Preston, Margaret Olley,
Marilyn Munroe
WRITERS
Virginia Woolf, Gertrude Stein, Sylvia Plath, Enid Blyton, Agatha Christie, Miles Franklin,
Barbara Baynton, Ethic Turner, Nettie Palmer, Henry Handel Richardson, May Gibbs
ACTIVISTS/ WOMEN’S RIGHTS
Helen Keller, Rosa Parks, Simone de Beauvoir, Eleanor Roosevelt, Emmeline and Sylvia Pankhurst,
Betty Friedan, Gloria Steinem, Germaine Greer, Angela Davis, Edith Cowan

Kate or Maggie will facilitate the course—please call us if you would like to
know more, or you are ready to volunteer now!.
Kate Donelan: 0404 180 687 and Maggie Currie: 0419 290 232

LOCKDOWN NEWS
During lockdown and restrictions we are missing the social contact with our
friends and colleagues in the U3A Community. So we have asked a few U3A
members to share their thoughts on the current situation.
ANNIE ROBINSON
During this period of lockdown what do you miss the most?
Seeing family, including my granddaughter born last November;
visiting Blarney Books; U3A; Gym at Moyne Health
How important has technology been during the lockdown?
Family photos and a few Zoom sessions. Ordering more books online
than usual
Is there anything different you have been enjoying during lockdown?
Australian Chamber Orchestra Homecasts
Do you want to go back to the old norm?
YES
Annie and David

DAVID WILSON
During this period of lockdown what do you miss the most?
Seeing family and friends, Attending live concerts, U3A, Gym at Moyne Health
How important has technology been during the lockdown?
Only a little, e.g. a few Zoom sessions with family and recently with U3A Warrnambool
Is there anything different you have been enjoying during lockdown?
The Australian Chamber Orchestra Homecasts.
Do you want to go back to the old norm?
YES

SALLY CLARK
During this period of lockdown what do you miss the most?
Social engagement and especially active discussion through our U3A
groups which I REALLY miss?
How important has technology been during the lockdown?
I have always loved technology but found it especially important in terms of
being able to communicate with family and friends via FaceTime and other
online mediums eg, accessing online video conferences and events
Is there anything different you have been enjoying during lockdown?
More communication with old friends; more reading, watching and listening
to excellent online offerings; games etc.
Do you want to go back to the old norm?
NOI!! I think we need to rethink the way we communicate, work and play and
reorganise our lives accordingly to the things that matter most.

Sally

CLOUD Answers from back page: Don’t read them yet
ROW 1: Lenticular— MID Cumulonimbus — LOW Cumulus — LOW
ROW 2. Cirrus uncinus — HIGH
Cirrus uncinus — HIGH Stratocumulus — LOW

LOCKDOWN NEWS … continued
BRENDAN DOWDLE
During this period of lockdown what do you miss the most?
We have missed the ability to physically meet up with family and friends
in Melbourne. Also, we usually travel during the cold Victorian winter
months but that is not possible this year. We are now thinking of a
shorter holiday in Victoria but unfortunately, we won’t be able to escape
the cold this time.
How important has technology been during the lockdown?
Technology has helped us so much during this time. Although normal
telephone calls have always allowed us to communicate with anyone
at any time, the combination of video and audio that is offered by
Facetime, Messenger and Zoom have allowed us a more intimate way
of keeping in touch with people. The video calls are not quite the same
as physical meetings but they are a pretty good substitute.

Brendan and Imelda

Is there anything different you have been enjoying during lockdown?
I have been performing physical exercise most mornings; although the weight is not moving as I had
wished I am feeling the better for it. Imelda has been reading and reading and reading……
Do you want to go back to the old normal?
I do not want to go back to the old normal of most employment requiring that everyone travel to a central
point each day, often in a “Central Business District” and usually at the same time as most other working
people. My last few years in Melbourne involved travelling in crowded train carriages until arriving at
Southern Cross station and then cramming onto escalators that were not reliable. The current situation
has proved that with the telecommunications technology that is now available, we do not all have to cram
into a CBD —we can work from outposted locations such as working from home or even working from
regional locations depending on the nature of the business.

DAVID BREEN
During this period of lockdown what do you miss the most?
What I’ve missed is the two U3a groups I used to attend. I enjoyed the people
and the discussion and miss that. I also miss drinking coffee from a real cup in
a café. It’s not the same in a takeaway cup. I also miss talking to people in
person.
How important has technology been during the lockdown?
Very. The best thing is the finding things people have produced because of
the lockdown like Coronocast. I also saw a video of an old concert with the
MSO and a Mongolian rock group called Hanggai, which was terrific and not
something I would have ordinarily plugged into. I’m also listening to a lot of
podcasts when I’m out walking and learning lots.
Continued . . .

David

LOCKDOWN NEWS continued
David’s interview continued
Is there anything different you have been enjoying during lockdown?
Walking more and discovering parts of Port Fairy I hadn’t been to before. And thanks to the Science
guides John Miller has been sending out I know a lot more about what I’m seeing on the beach or in
the clouds or the local geology. I still haven’t seen a golden whistler — though I live in hope.
Do you want to go back to the old normal?
I think the old normal is gone for good. I feel uncomfortable when there’s a lot of people around at the
moment. I’ve even bought things on eBay and Amazon! The country has changed and so have the
economy and society. A lot of people are doing it tough and it’s going to be a long time before that
improves.

And in response to a question you didn’t ask
It’s been a lot easier to deal with the lockdown living in Port Fairy. It’s a lovely physical environment
and it’s small. I’m glad I’m not in a big city. The people and local businesses have been great.

U3A ACTIVITIES
JULY SEMESTER BREAK
July is our regular semester break so we haven't included any
further information on courses.

You will have received a letter from Kate explaining the current situation and our decisions to
suspend most classes still due to the coronavirus health crisis.

Getting out and about in Port Fairy.
The latest Nature Guides are now available...


A self guided work around Griffiths Island.



Philip has produced a guide to the common birds of Port Fairy



And Ross has completed a set of 3 guides to the Clouds of our Southern Coast

If you are not already on the list to receive a copy, email John at jmiller3350@gmail.com.

QUIZZES AND JOKES
CRYPTIC QUIZ and CLUES
This month Tim and Carolyn have devised a cunning puzzle. The answers are the names of the U3A Port
Fairy Committee Members (see 1st page). (Answers are at the bottom of this page)
For those still puzzled by cryptic clues and crosswords, this lot of clues is a good way to get your head into
the “cryptic” mode.
NEED HELP?

The answer is derived from interpreting parts of the
1. Sounds like a spicy Collingwood dish (6,6)
clue and identifying the tricks used. Solving them
2. A rum deal has seen topless Barnaby (7,5)
uses a number of cryptic tricks—anagrams, initial
letters, sounds like, etc
3. Changes yoghurt use without pain (3,3)
4. Kerrie’s first mistake was chasing the little lamb’s owner (4,4)
5. The Spanish cheer after a vehicle. But who changed the French Model T? (6,7)
6. Before Bradman consumed potassium first with enthusiasm (4,7)
7. Nuked! sensu destruction! (3,7)
8. There are no men in Moyne after Jack’s friend squashed the grub (4,8)

Who were those famous and fascinating women pictured on page ???
Frida Kahlo, Rosa Parkes, Agatha Christie, Madame Curie, Gertrude Bell, Dame Mellie Melba and Gloria Steinem

CLOUD QUIZ — Mid, High or Low cloud? (Answers back on page 7)
If you are a cloud watcher or have been following Ross Knudsen’s Cloud musings, then see if you can identify the
types of cloud below and/or if they are Mid, High or Low Clouds.

STAY WELL ,
KEEP WARM —
AND STAY IN TOUCH !

Answers to cryptic - answers are the names of the committee: 1. Maggie Currie 2.Maureen Joyce
3. Sue Goy 4. Mary Kerr 5. Carole Howlett 6.Kate Donelan 7.Sue Knudson 8. Jill Burgoyne

